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ABSTRACT

Aims. We have investigated neutral gas in the central cavity of the circumnuclear disk (CND) at the Galactic center, where the ionized
minispiral lies, to describe the H2 distribution and properties in this ionized environment.
Methods. This study was carried out through a spectro-imaging data cube of the central cavity obtained with SPIFFI on the VLT.
The observed field of view is 36′′ × 29′′, with a spectral resolution R = 1300 in the near-infrared. These observations cover several
H2 lines. To preserve the spatial resolution and avoid edge effects, we applied a new line-fitting method that consists of a regularized
3D fitting. We also applied a more classical 1D fitting to compare the relative strength of the H2 lines.
Results. We present high spatial and spectral resolution maps of the intensity, velocity, and width of five H2 lines and an extinction map
derived from H2. Molecular gas is detected everywhere in the field. In particular, in addition to the known CND features, we detected
an emission from the northern arm cloud and from the minicavity. The excitation diagrams allow us to estimate the temperature, mass,
and density of these features.
Conclusions. We interpret the CND emission as coming from a hot, thermalized, thin layer at the surface of the clouds. The observed
H2 corresponds only to a small fraction of the total H2 mass. The emission remains fairly strong in the whole central cavity, but it is
not thermalized. A strong deviation from thermal equilibrium is detected near the minicavity. We suggest that this emission is caused
by constantly forming H2 that is destroyed again before it reaches ortho/para equilibrium.
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1. Introduction

In the central few parsecs of the Galaxy the gas is organized
into two main structures: the circumnuclear disk (CND) and
Sgr A West (the minispiral).

The CND is an asymmetric and very clumpy gas ring on a
scale of 2−5 pc, composed of molecular clouds (Gatley et al.
1986; Guesten et al. 1987; Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2001). At first ap-
proximation, it is in circular rotation around the radio source
Srg A* at about 100 km s−1 (Jackson et al. 1993). The CND in-
ner cavity − also referred to as the central cavity − is ionized and
encloses the minispiral.

Sgr A West is composed of clouds of atomic and ionized
gas (Lo & Claussen 1983). It consists of the ionized surface lay-
ers of larger neutral clouds that are drawn by tidal force toward
the Galactic center (Paumard et al. 2004). The spiral aspect is
caused by the projection in which we see these surface layers on
the plane of the sky. More precisely, the northern arm of the min-
ispiral is probably located at the surface of a cloud that is falling
toward the center and is exposed to intense UV radiation.

The central cavity is known to be embedded in a strong ra-
diation field because a central cluster of young stars provides
ionization for both the CND inner cavity and the minispiral
(Martins et al. 2007). The CND and the minispiral are strongly
connected (Ekers et al. 1983): the western arc of Sgr A West is
an ionized layer at the surface of the inner edge of the CND
(Guesten et al. 1987). The CND is believed to be fueled by in-
fall from dense molecular clouds 10 pc away. The CND, in turn,

releases material into the central cavity. Here, illuminated by the
UV field, it is at the origin of the observed minispiral (Güsten
1989). This suggests that the two structures have common or re-
lated origins.

We have investigated molecular hydrogen, H2, in the ionized
central cavity that is delineated by the CND, where the min-
ispiral lies. In this environment the strong ultraviolet (UV) ra-
diation is expected to destroy H2. However, in principle, hydro-
gen molecules could be found within the neutral clouds whose
ionized borders delineate the arms of the minispiral. Here they
could be shielded from the radiation by an ionization front and
thus survive dissociation. H2 could also be found in the transi-
tion zone between the CND and the minispiral or on the line of
sight.

H2 emission has previously been detected inside the cen-
tral cavity by Gatley et al. (1986). Jackson et al. (1993) analyzed
HCN and O i lines, which led to the detection of a large amount
of neutral (300 M�) gas associated with the streamers of the min-
ispiral. It also showed several dense and distinct streamers at the
edge of the CND. Marr et al. (1992) revealed molecules in the
bar of the minispiral that are shielded by dust in the ionized fea-
tures. Yusef-Zadeh et al. (2001) clearly detected H2 in the cen-
tral cavity and showed that its kinematics is inconsistent with the
CND direction of rotation.

Our goal is to extend the search and study of H2 in the
central parsec by characterizing the gas distribution, dynam-
ics, and excitation. This study is carried out by analyzing a
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Table 1. Transition name, wavelength, and average and maximum
signal-to-noise (S/N) over the field for H2 lines covered by the SPIFFI
spectral range.

Transition Wavelength [µm] avg S/N max S/N

1−0 S(3) 1.9575 2.6 9.1
1−0 S(2) 2.0337 1.1 6.4
1−0 S(1) 2.1217 5.3 30.8
1−0 S(0) 2.2232 1.9 8.0
2−1 S(1) 2.2476 1.0 3.2
1−0 Q(1) 2.4065 3.9 23.9
1−0 Q(2) 2.4133 0.9 4.9
1−0 Q(3) 2.4236 4.4 22.3

SPIFFI (Tecza et al. 2000; Eisenhauer et al. 2003) spectroimag-
ing dataset in the H and K bands that covers several H2 lines.

In Sect. 2 we present these observations together with the
calibration we applied. The analysis was made in two steps. In
the first part (Sect. 3), the gas morphology and dynamics were
analyzed. We applied an original line-fitting method to handle
the noise and conserve good angular resolution: a global regu-
larized 3D fitting (Paumard et al. 2014, and in prep.). We even-
tually obtained high-resolution maps of the gas flux, velocity,
and line width. The comparison of two H2 lines (1−0 S(1) and
Q(3)) allowed us to correct the extinction effect. In the second
part of the analysis (Sect. 4), we studied the possible excitation
mechanism through the simultaneous analysis of eight H2 lines
to which we applied a more classical 1D spectroscopic model
fitting. The derived fluxes allow tracing the excitation diagrams
of several areas on the field of view and computing the relative
excitation temperature and mass. We conclude on molecular gas
morphology and the variety of emission processes in Sect. 5.

2. Observations and dataset reduction

2.1. Dataset

The dataset consists of a near-infrared (NIR) spectroimaging
cube with two spatial dimensions and a wavelength dimension.
It has been obtained with the Spectrometer for Infrared Faint
Imaging (SPIFFI), a NIR integral field spectrograph installed
on the VLT (Tecza et al. 2000). This cube was acquired dur-
ing the first observing runs as a guest instrument at the VLT
in March and April 2003. After these observations SPIFFI was
equipped with adaptive optics and became SINFONI. The same
dataset has already been used for another program about stel-
lar populations (Eisenhauer et al. 2003; Horrobin et al. 2004;
Paumard et al. 2006, among others).

The central parsec has been observed for two nights for one
hour each, resulting in a mosaic of ∼35′′ × 35′′. The southwest-
ern (from 20′′ east to 15′′ south of Sgr A*) and northwestern
(from 15′′ north to 15′′ west of Sgr A*) corners as well as the
west side (from 12′′ west of Sgr A*) of the SPIFFI field of view
cover part of the CND (as can be inferred by comparing to Liszt
2003; Christopher et al. 2005). The rest is occupied by the cen-
tral cavity. The observations are seeing-limited (FWHM 0.75′′)
with a 0.25′′ pixel sampling and a spectral resolution R = 1300
in the combined H+K mode.

This spectral range includes many H2 lines. The lines we
were able to detect in our dataset are reported in Table 1.

The H2 molecule has two spin states: the ortho, triplet, with
parallel nuclear spins, and the para, singlet, with antiparallel nu-
clear spins. Odd-numbered transition lines correspond to ortho
states, even-numbered match para states. In our dataset, most
para lines and 2−1 S(1) have a low signal-to-noise ratio (S/N),
which makes the analysis of these lines possible only in the
zones of highest intensity.

The spectrum also contains recombination lines such as Brγ,
Fe iii, and Fe ii, which will be the object of another study.

The observations were processed using the SPIFFI pipeline
(Modigliani et al. 2007); the reduced data-cube is the same as in
Eisenhauer et al. (2003).

2.2. Calibration

To compare different lines, the flux has to be dereddened and
calibrated in photometry. The data that we obtained were already
reduced and partially calibrated to remove the atmospheric ab-
sorption feature between the H and K bands.

We have completed the calibration using stars in the field
chosen from the catalogs of Paumard et al. (2006), Blum et al.
(2003), and Bartko et al. (2009). The calibration was done in two
steps: the first step was to correct the slope of all spectra (rela-
tive calibration, Sect. 2.2.1), the second step was to convert the
analog-to-digital unit into physical flux units (photometric cali-
bration, Sect. 2.2.2).

2.2.1. Relative calibration

To carry out the relative calibration we divided the datacube by
the observed spectrum of a standard spectrometric calibrator and
multiplied it by the intrinsic − or expected − spectrum of this
calibrator.

At this stage, we only considered the shape of the spectra.
The absolute flux calibration comes at a later stage. To measure
the observed spectrum of each calibrator, we integrated over a
diamond-shaped aperture of 5 pixel width and height (13 spa-
tial pixels). For background estimation and subtraction, we used
a 5-pixel-wide square aperture minus the diamond-shaped aper-
ture used to estimate the stellar spectrum itself.

The intrinsic spectral shape of each star was estimated us-
ing a blackbody curve, at the effective temperature of the star.
For high temperatures, the H- and K-band emission is in the
Rayleigh-Jeans tail of the blackbody, where the shape of the
curve does not change with temperature. Therefore, we con-
sidered the same temperature (35 000 K) for every calibration
star. This blackbody was reddened using a power-law extinction
curve for the NIR: Aλ ∼ λ

−α, where α ∼ 2.07 (Fritz et al. 2011).
The local extinction is different for each star and was taken from
the extinction map in Schödel et al. (2010).

2.2.2. Photometric calibration

From the resulting data cube we extracted the spectrum of cool
stars of known magnitude for the absolute calibration. We con-
sidered the same diamond-shaped aperture as before. The mea-
sured flux, integrated over the K band, was compared to the ex-
pected one (computed from the known star magnitude).

This comparison was made taking into account that, for our
aperture, the enclosed energy is estimated to be ∼25% of the to-
tal. To calculate this factor, stars of the field are not well-suited
since they are not isolated. Therefore we created a synthetic
point spread function (PSF) of the same width as the stars on
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the field (1.5 ± 0.2 pixels, computed from the fit of a 2D Gaus-
sian over few stars). The enclosed energy in the aperture was
then evaluated from this synthetic PSF.

2.2.3. Final calibration factor and uncertainty

Three stars were used as relative calibrators: GCIRS 16NW,
GCIRS 16C, and GCIRS 16NE from Paumard et al. (2006).
Seven stars were used as photometric calibrators: stars 19, 28,
84, 91, 102, and 105 from Blum et al. (2003) and star 68 from
Bartko et al. (2009).

We obtained a correction curve, meaning, a correction factor
for each wavelength, for each combination of relative and abso-
lute calibration stars. The average value of the eighteen curves
was considered as the final relative correction. The uncertainty
was evaluated as the dispersion of the curves of the different cali-
brators. It amounts to ∼35%. This rather high value is dominated
by the uncertainty on the stellar magnitudes and the exact stellar
location within the aperture.

When considering the ratio of two spectral lines, the uncer-
tainty due to the photometric calibration is no longer relevant
because this error is common to all lines. In this case, the uncer-
tainty is only due to the dispersion of the slopes of the relative
calibrators and amounts to 8%.

To study the absolute flux and especially its spatial varia-
tions, the flux has to be corrected for extinction. To do so, we
could consider values retrieved from the map of Schödel et al.
(2010) (or other available extinction maps), but this extinction
map is obtained from stellar color excess. The molecular gas is
not necessarily situated at the same optical depth as these stars.
To properly correct the gradient of the extinction in the inner
parsec, it is better to apply a method that is based on the dataset
itself: considering the 1−0 Q(3) over 1−0 S(1) ratio. This is de-
tailed in Sect. 3.3.

3. Morphology and dynamics of the molecular
hydrogen

Our analysis is based on a fit of each spectrum with a Gaussian
function. In this way we obtain three parameters for each spa-
tial pixel: the line flux, radial velocity, and width. We decided
to search for line flux instead of the line intensity: line flux is
more reliable than intensity because it does not depend on the
instrumental resolution. After we obtained the three parameters
for every pixel, we created for each parameter a map of its vari-
ations across the field.

3.1. Method

3.1.1. Regularized 3D fitting

The most common approach is to fit the spectrum of each spa-
tial pixel individually. The maps resulting from this approach are
noisy. Because the S/N in the SPIFFI dataset is not consistently
high throughout the field of view, spatial smoothing has the ef-
fect of degrading the spatial resolution everywhere, increasing
the correlation between neighboring pixels and introducing edge
effects.

To overcome these problems we applied a new method
(Paumard et al. 2014): a regularized 3D fitting. We describe this
method briefly, but more details will be given in Paumard et al.
(in prep.).

The method consists of minimizing an estimator, ε, which is
the sum of χ2 and a regularization term:

ε(F, v, σ) =
∑
α,δ,λ

[(D − M) ·W]2 +
∑

ai=F,v,σ

Ri(ai), (1)

where the first term is the χ2 term (difference between the 3D
dataset D and the model M). The elements of the cube are indi-
cated by the spatial coordinates α and δ and by the wavelength
coordinate λ. W is the weighting function that takes the S/N into
account. Ri(ai) is the regularization term for the ai-fitting param-
eter (flux F, velocity v, and width σ).

The regularization is an L1−L2 algorithm borrowed
from the deconvolution context, developed in Green (1990),
Brette & Idier (1996), and Mugnier et al. (2001) and generalized
in Mugnier et al. (2004) and coded in Yoda software by Grata-
dour1. The expression of this term for every parameter map is

Ri(ai) = µi

∑
u=α,δ

[
∆O(u)ai

δi
− ln

(
1 +

∆O(u)ai

δi

)]
. (2)

Here ∆O(u)ai is the spatial gradient of the ai-parameter. For
weak gradients (small ∆O(u)), the logarithmic term of L1−L2
dominates and the terms become a quadratic criterion, which
penalizes gradients and smooths the map. In contrast, when
∆O(u) is large, strong gradients are restored. The transition
from one regime to the other is adjusted through the δi and µi
hyperparameters.

This algorithm is very well suited to treat objects with strong
and spatially correlated gradients such as sharp edges (e.g., plan-
etary surfaces) or, in our case, ridges and streamers. The algo-
rithm disfavors random variations on the maps (strong gradients
between pixels, which are noise) but still allows quick and co-
herent variations. The fit over pixels with a low S/N is highly
improved since the procedure uses neighboring points to adjust
the solution. This prevents overfitting of noise spikes.

However, there is one main inconvenience in this method: the
necessary tuning of hyperparameters δi and µi for each param-
eter map (intensity, velocity, and width). Six hyperparameters
were therefore chosen. They are not independent of one another,
which complicates finding the solution.

µi regulates the smoothness of each parameter map. An in-
crease of µi has the immediate effect of smoothing the image, but
it also has the secondary effect of limiting the variation range of
the parameters. Relative values of 1/δi rescale each parameter
causing them to vary around the same numerical order of mag-
nitude. A decrease of 1/δi leads to stronger variations of the pa-
rameter across the field, but it also has the effect of lowering the
weight of the regularizing term and to amplify the noise.

The challenge is to balance the six hyperparameters in or-
der to gain sufficiently smooth maps while keeping fine spatial
structures. The aim is to obtain maps that appear smooth at a
scale most possibly close to the spatial resolution. The procedure
was run several times, with different combinations of hyperpa-
rameters, to determine the best strategy for identifying a good
hyperparameters combination.

The tuning of the hyperparameters is an iterative process. We
describe below how we proceeded to determine good hyperpa-
rameters: firstly, we chose the initial guess as a set of constant
maps. The constant for each parameter is representative of the
average value of each parameter over the area. Secondly, we se-
lected three values of 1/δi so that all three parameters varied

1 https://github.com/dgratadour/Yoda
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Fig. 1. Four data cubes are created from dataset, taking one pixel out of
four and interpolating over the holes. The first cube comes from black
pixels, the second from blue pixels, while the third and fourth cubes
come from white and green pixels.

in the same range. The starting values of these hyperparameters
was the order of magnitude of each parameter (for instance, 100
for a line width that is expected to be around 120 km s−1). 1/δi
were then more finely tuned, trying to allow each map to cover as
much of the selected range of variations as possible. When these
ranges were well covered, the resulting maps were often noisy.
The next step was therefore to enhance the smoothing (through
µi) to avoid noise amplification. The equilibrium between the six
hyperparameters is delicate and needs several iterations.

We currently do not have an objective and absolute criterion
to select the best hyperparameters combination. The reduced χ2

of the fit gives some indications, but is not enough to distinguish
among distinct results that could have very close values of re-
duced χ2 (see, for instance, Fig. 3, where two models with close
χ2 are compared to raw data).

However, we have objective criteria that allow us to judge
the result a posteriori, for instance, comparing the 3D model ob-
tained with raw data. Another strong objective a posteriori crite-
rion to assess the method is given by comparing the 3D model
with a classical 1D model. Individual spectra in several zones
can be extracted and fitted with a classical 1D model. The reg-
ularized 3D fit model, averaged over the same zones, can then
be compared to the classical 1D model, as shown in Sect. 3.2.1.
One final, stronger a posteriori criterion is to compare the regu-
larized 3D fitting results for distinct H2 lines. In Sect. 3.2.2 we
show that 1−0 S(1), S(3), Q(1), Q(3), and S(0) all show the same
large-scale structures in each parameter map.

Stars in the field might locally bias results by increased pho-
ton noise and because of some spectral features. Therefore the
stars were masked. The mask was built considering the root-
mean-square (rms) variation over the spectral direction at the
location of each pixel (on spectral ranges free of features, espe-
cially stellar features). Pixels that showed an RMS higher than
a certain threshold were masked. This threshold was chosen by
comparing the resulting mask to the known position of stars (for
instance, Paumard et al. 2006) to cover the main bright stars of
the region. Our regularized 3D fitting allows interpolating over
these masked regions.

3.1.2. Uncertainties

Since the method does not provide a direct estimate of the un-
certainties, we developed a separate technique to evaluate them.

We split the SPIFFI cube into four subcubes. To do so, we
selected only the odd columns and odd rows in the first cube,
only the even columns and odd rows in the second cube, only

the odd columns and even rows in the third cube and only the
even columns and even rows in the fourth cube (Fig. 1). We built
four new cubes in this way, with the same size as the original
data cube, by interpolating among the chosen points.

We ran the regularized 3D fitting method on each of these
new data cubes and obtained four maps for each Gaussian pa-
rameter. We calculated the resulting standard deviation and di-
vided it by 2 (because the information was now four times less
significant). The result is a map of uncertainty for each Gaussian
fitting parameter.

In addition to the above described statistical errors, some sys-
tematic errors are attached.

− The decision of which hyperparameters to inject into the
algorithm as well as the initial guess for the fit procedure
influences the resulting maps, especially where the S/N is
poor. When the method works properly, parameter maps are
smooth and show significant spatial variations. This means
that the model resembles the observations. In this case, small
variations of hyperparameters lead to variations in the pa-
rameter maps, which remain within the previously discussed
error bars. Moreover, changes occur more frequently in the
values (with a global scaling factor) than in the shapes, which
are stable. When the criterion reaches an absolute minimum,
the result becomes stable. This source of error is therefore
not significant compared to the statistical uncertainties.

− Another source of error is the continuum estimation. Contin-
uum is not the same everywhere and is evaluated on some
portions of the spectrum that are free of any gaseous or stel-
lar line. However, some H2 lines lie very close to stellar lines.
The continuum is estimated by a polynomial fit and sub-
tracted before the regularized 3D fitting algorithm is applied.
Because of poor S/N, it is sometimes difficult to determine
where the continuum is standing. This uncertainty does not
affect the parameter maps we built for each line too much.
However, the relative strength of the different lines can be
affected, and this problem is taken into account in Sect. 4.1.

− As previously discussed, the absolute flux map has one addi-
tional source of error that comes from the photometric cali-
bration (Sect. 2.2.2).

3.2. Regularized 3D fit maps

We started our analysis with the H2 1−0 S(1) transition line at
2.1218 µm, which has the best S/N. As previously mentioned, a
pixel-by-pixel fit (1D fit) was performed on some zones of the
field to be compared with the regularized 3D fit and verify the
method.

3.2.1. 1−0 S(1) line

The retrieved maps of line flux, radial velocity, and width are
reported in Fig. 2 with the respective error maps.

Flux map

The flux map shows that the molecular gas is detected in the
whole field of view. Some of the most prominent features are

− a bright emission at the CND position in the northwestern
corner;

− a weak emission situated between two stronger emissions in
the southeastern corner, where the CND lies as well;
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Fig. 2. Left: parameter maps of the 1−0 S(1) line obtained through regularized 3D fitting. Sgr A* is indicated by the cross. The line flux color
bar is in 10−19 W m−2 arcsec−2. Velocity and width color bars are in km s−1. The white contour traces the Brγ emission of the minispiral at
2× 10−16 W m−2 arcsec−2. The dashed areas cover stars zones that have been interpolated. Red dots indicate the position of Wolf-Rayet stars: stars
show type WN and triangles type WC (Paumard et al. 2006 catalog). The solid black areas indicate regions of which we lack observations. GCIRS 7
is covered by the central black square. The solid black line in the velocity maps indicates points at zero velocity. Right: signal-to-uncertainty ratio
(S/U) maps for flux and width maps, uncertainty map for velocity.
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Fig. 3. Top: zones where individual spectra of S(1) line, have been extracted, superimposed on parameters maps (the same as in Fig. 2). Bottom:
for each zone the normalized average spectrum (black) is superimposed on the respective pixel by pixel 1D model (solid blue) and regularized 3D
model (solid red). The gray line reproduces another solution of the regularized 3D fitting. Both solutions have close values of χ2 (1.15 and 1.49,
respectively), but the red model fits the observations much better.
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− a plume-like feature in the north near GCIRS 7 to the right
of the minispiral northern arm;

− in the southeastern corner we recognize a feature known as
the southern extension (Christopher et al. 2005).

Velocity map

The velocity map presents a well-pronounced blueshift
in the southeastern corner, which is consistent with the CND
motion toward the observer. The remaining velocity map has
a uniform global pattern (moving at around 30−50 km s−1)
and several small-scale structures. They mostly correspond to
bright stars. These features can be artifacts created by the stellar
pollution, but they may also be associated with gas ejected by
the stars themselves. The velocity at the center of the map is
strongly affected by nearby stars too. Here the S/N is low (1
or 2). However, this location is very close to the minicavity, a
shell of ∼5′′ that is probably created by the interaction between
the stellar and the interstellar medium (Eckart et al. 1992). It
is a region of shock. The high velocity we observe here may
be related to this shock. A more detailed analysis of this area
will be covered in future works with a second dataset that has a
better spatial resolution.

Width map

The H2 1−0 S(1) width map presents some enhancements
(i.e., large width) along a ridge that is slightly shifted to the east
of the northern arm. This arm is a thick cloud (hereafter the
northern arm cloud; Jackson et al. 1993; Paumard et al. 2004)
whose eastern boundary is ionized and traced by the north-south
Brγ emission. The width map features correspond in projection
to the denser part of this cloud, suggesting that the H2 gas inside
is more turbulent. The H2 1−0 S(1) line looks narrower in the
southeastern and northwestern corners, at positions associated
with the CND. The line is wider in the central cavity, with a few
exceptions (the area around GCIRS 7 and a region 8′′ west and
4′′ south of Sgr A*). We would like to point out that the line
width here represents the fitted measured width, which is the
quadratic sum of intrinsic and instrumental width.

To assess these results, we extracted individual spectra in sixteen
zones and fit them with a classical 1D model. In the remaining
paper we concentrate on six of the zones that are most repre-
sentative of peculiar areas (CND, minispiral, central cavity, and
minicavity). The detailed information on the other zones is given
in Appendix A. We compared this 1D model to the result of the
regularized 3D fit (Fig. 3). The two models can hardly be distin-
guished, which shows that when it is integrated over an aperture,
our 3D method is equivalent to classical data analysis.

3.2.2. Other 1−0 ortho lines: S(3), Q(1), and Q(3)

We have applied the fitting method to the other ortho lines avail-
able in our dataset. The transitions with a sufficient S/N are
1−0 S(3), 1−0 Q(1), and 1−0 Q(3) at 1.9575 µm, 2.4066 µm,
and 2.4237 µm.

These lines lie in a more complex spectral environment than
the S(1) line. S(3) is near the atmospherically absorbed range
between the H and K band. Q(1) and Q(3) are close to CO stellar
photospheric absorption features (see Fig. 7). The retrieved maps
for each of these lines are displayed in Fig. 4 (second, third, and
fourth columns).

Even though the fitting procedure is more challenging than
for 1−0 S(1) maps, the three ortho line maps are fairly similar
to those of 1−0 S(1). The flux maps in particular show the same
patterns. The velocity maps also have the same gradient shape.
For the width maps we note the following.

− For 1−0 Q(3) the width map confirms the previous finding of
an emission from the northern arm cloud, at least in projec-
tion. In the southeastern corner of the map the line appears
wider than 1−0 S(1). However, the width map structure glob-
ally presents the same peculiarities as 1−0 S(1).

− 1−0 S(3) is affected by a close atmospheric line. This prob-
ably causes the higher values of the width, but the overall
shape of the width map is compatible with the one obtained
with S(1).

− The Q(1) line is affected by the nearby CO features. This
absorption probably reduces the measured flux and explains
the lower values of the width.

In summary, when the local peculiarities and spectral pollution
are taken into account, the parameter maps of these four ortho H2
lines are compatible. This strengthens the validity of our results.
Indeed, if all the lines were emitted by a common source, it is
expected that the same dynamics applies for all H2 molecules,
regardless of their excitation state.

According to this interpretation, all lines can be fit using the
velocity and width obtained for 1−0 S(1). These parameters are
best estimated for this line. Hence we applied the regularized
3D fit procedure a second time by imposing these conditions on
the other lines (1−0 S(3), Q(1) and Q(3)). We obtained new flux
maps (Fig. 4, first column). These flux maps with an imposed
velocity and width are very similar to the fit where all parame-
ters were let free to vary. This confirms the relevance of using a
common width and velocity. This assumption improves the fit-
ting, since two of the parameters rely on the most reliable line,
which decreases the effect of spectral environment pollution.

3.2.3. Para 1−0 S(0) line

The 1−0 S(0) line is the para line with the best S/N. However,
there is a Fe iii line on one side of the H2 line and an absorption
feature on the other. Despite these difficulties, S(0) is clearly de-
tected almost everywhere in the SPIFFI field of view. However,
when we tried to fit S(0), the regularized 3D fit did not converge
on a satisfactory solution. A satisfactory fit can be achieved only
if the line is simultaneously fit with 1−0 S(1). In this case, the
model fits both lines through four parameters: S(1) flux, S(0) flux
normalized by S(1) flux, velocity, and width.

Figure 4 displays the parameter maps obtained for this si-
multaneous fit. The S(1) flux, velocity, and width maps are com-
patible with the previous findings. The S(0) para line is therefore
well described by the same velocity and width as S(1) and other
ortho lines. The main difference with respect to other studied
lines is that this transition shows a strong emission maximum a
few arcseconds south of Srg A*. In this zone, the S/N is good
and the S(0) line very clearly stands out from the continuum.
This peak of 1−0 S(0) emission is discussed in detail in Sect. 4.

3.3. Extinction-corrected map

Extinction correction is crucial not only to obtain the absolute
flux values, but also to compare fluxes in different lines (Sect. 4).
We considered the 1−0 Q(3) to 1−0 S(1) flux ratio for the ex-
tinction evaluation because these two lines correspond to the
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Fig. 4. Parameter maps for each ortho line. Left to right: flux with velocity and width imposed to be those of S(1) line. Line flux, velocity, and
width with free parameters. Top to bottom: 1−0 S(1), S(3), Q(1), and Q(3) lines plus the 1−0 S(0) line maps obtained with the multiline fit. Maps
are centered on Srg A*. The color bars are the same for all lines and as in Fig. 2. Symbols as in Fig. 2.

same upper level. We applied regularized 3D fitting procedure
directly on this ratio, instead of fitting the two lines separately
and considering the ratio afterward, as for the S(0) to S(1) ratio
(Sect 3.2.3). Fitting the flux ratio directly allows the result to be
less affected by small-scale artifacts and local variations of any
of the parameters.

Since the H2 lines are optically thin (as shown in the
Orion nebula, for instance, by Gautier et al. 1976) we can
write

IQ3

IS 1
=

(AQ3 · νQ3)
(AS 1 · νS 1)

× 10E/2.5, (3)
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where IQ3/IS 1 is the intensities ratio (i.e., the flux ratio), A is
the Einstein coefficient and ν the frequency. Considering E =
AλS 1 − AλQ3 , we have

E = 2.5 · log
(
1.425 ·

IQ3

IS 1

)
. (4)

The 1.425 factor in Eq. (4) comes from the ratio of the Einstein
coefficient of the two transitions.

Assuming an extinction law, we can obtain the total ex-
tinction Aλ at every wavelength and correct every line at every
pixel for reddening. We assumed a power-law in the NIR as in
Sect. 2.2.1. In particular, we obtain a map for the extinction at
Ks through the equation Aa/Ab = (λa/λb)−α (with α = 2.07 from
Fritz et al. 2011), where λKs = 2.168 µm as in Schödel et al.
(2010).

The AKs map, together with the corrected flux map of S(1), is
reported in Fig. 5. We computed the uncertainty on the extinction
from the propagation of Q(3) to S(1) ratio uncertainty, obtained
as explained in Sect. 3.1.2. The histogram of the resulting statis-
tical error is reported in Fig. 6. To this value a systematic error
of 10% needs to be added because of the calibration.

The average value of AKs is ' 3.4. The extinction map shows
significant variations, well above 1 mag.

The dereddened 1−0 S(1) flux map shows essentially the
same global features as the uncorrected map. However, the west-
ern arc and the southern extension emissions are enhanced. The
emission is also enhanced between GCIRS 7 and the bar of the
minispiral. This feature is also present, albeit less strikingly, in
the uncorrected map (Fig. 4).

The dereddened flux map appears partially correlated with
the extinction map: the flux is high where the extinction is high
as well. A more detailed analysis of this correlation is the object
of another paper (Ciurlo 2015 and Ciurlo et al., in prep.), where
we model this effect.

3.4. Discussion

3.4.1. CND emission

The emission observed in the northwestern and southeastern cor-
ners of the SPIFFI field of view is most probably dominated by
CND molecular gas that is located there (flux map of Fig. 2).
Because the CND is inclined with respect to the plane of the
sky (Liszt 2003), the CND western border (in the northwest of
the SPIFFI field) is closer to the observer. This is coherent with
a stronger emission from the closest, and thus less extinct, side
(the northwestern corner).

The flux map we obtain shows the same features as the
1−0 S(1) map obtained by Yusef-Zadeh et al. (2001). For in-
stance, both maps show the bright emission in the north-
western corner and the weak emission in the opposite cor-
ner (with the same structure of a gap between two brighter
features) as well as the plume (which is probably not as-
sociated with the CND, however). The flux associated with
these regions is also compatible with the values obtained
by Yusef-Zadeh et al. (2001). For instance, in the northwest-
ern corner we found an undereddened flux of ∼60 ± 10 ×
10−16 erg s−1 cm−2 arcsec−2, while Yusef-Zadeh et al. (2001)
found ∼50 × 10−16 erg s−1 cm−2 arcsec−2 with an uncertainty
of 30%. We consider this agreement as another confirmation of
the validity of our method.

Some features are also compatible with the HCN distribu-
tion obtained by Christopher et al. (2005). HCN clearly traces
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Fig. 5. Top: extinction AKs map at λKs ∼ 2.168 µm in mag obtained
from Q(3) to S(1) ratio. Bottom: S(1) flux map, dereddened through this
extinction map. Symbols as in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 6. Histogram showing the distribution of the statistical uncertainty
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the densest clumps in the CND. The southern extension is par-
ticularly evident. The northwestern corner and western border
also coincide with the HCN distribution. This is another strong
indication that all these emissions come from the CND itself.

3.4.2. Central cavity emission

It is interesting to note that the H2 emission remains fairly strong
inside the CND borders. This emission could arise either from
the background or from the central cavity itself, close to the cen-
ter. In the central cavity H2 is thought to resist dissociation with a
far lower probability. However, in the following sections we pro-
vide indications that this emission is indeed in the central parsec.

We note that the 1−0 S(0) line exhibits a strong maximum
near Srg A*, at the entrance of the minicavity. This feature could
result from a shock, which is not unusual in this region, as pre-
viously discussed, or from some particular environmental condi-
tions. This point is discussed in more detail in Sect. 4.

Another flux enhancement is visible between the minispiral
bar and GCIRS 7. This flux feature is very well correlated with
the position of some Wolf-Rayet stars of type WC (shown by
the triangles in Fig. 5). The environment of these stars is of-
ten dusty. Some dust has been detected by Tanner et al. (2002)
and Haubois et al. (2012) at these locations, which means that
forming H2 is expected. These stars may be located in the back-
ground, farther from the central cluster than the northern arm.
This would explain why the outer layer of these dust shells is not
ionized and consequently not observed in the ionized gas maps.

3.4.3. Gas dynamics

The velocity map we obtained shows that the northwestern
corner and western border are moving at ∼30−50 km s−1.
These values are well compatible with the HCN observations:
Christopher et al. (2005) found ∼50 km s−1 and 50−60 km s−1 ,
respectively. The velocity corresponding to the above-mentioned
southern extension is around −40 km s−1.

We observe no large-scale motion of H2 associated with the
minispiral arms. Even though at least part of the emission seems
to be connected to the minispiral (the northern arm cloud), we
see no evidence of a transport of matter along its arms.

The western part of the field that corresponds to the CND
border looks smoother in velocity than the central cavity. The
reason is that the central cavity has more inhomogeneous dy-
namics than the CND.

The spatial distribution of the width is very different from
the flux map. Almost throughout the central cavity, the width
map shows a wider but weaker line emission, with a particularly
strong width enhancement corresponding to the northern arm
cloud.

In summary, there seem to be at least two different emission
components:

− one associated with the CND (northwestern and southeastern
corners mainly) that presents a narrow and intense emission
line; and

− one inside the central cavity (at least in projection) that is
generally characterized by a wider but weaker line emission
than the other component.

In the CND the line is narrower than in the remaining field prob-
ably because its clumps are more dense, which prevents the line
from integrating deep into them. On the other hand, the gas is

less dense in the central cavity. Here, the observed widening of
the line translates the dispersion in velocity along the line of
sight. This effect is particularly strong inside the thick northern
arm cloud.

3.4.4. Extinction map

The average extinction we derive is almost 1 mag greater than
that determined by Schödel et al. (2010) through star color ex-
cess in the same region. Fritz et al. (2011) computed the extinc-
tion curve toward the Galactic center using the same SPIFFI
data cube we analyzed and found results in agreement with
Schödel et al. (2010). However, they used ionized hydrogen
lines to calculate the extinction. These differences are therefore
expected.

The bulk of extinction is in the foreground and amounts
to ∼2.5 K mag, but most of the variation in extinction is local:
up to 1 additional magnitude at K. For instance, Paumard et al.
(2004) showed that the dust contained in the eastern bridge is
responsible for the 0.76 mag extinction of the northern arm at K.
The Schödel et al. (2010) AKs map shows local variations of
more than 1 mag as well. However, our map shows even more
variations.

The maps also shows different features. For instance,
Scoville et al. (2003) observed the Paα and 6 cm radio contin-
uum emission of the central few parsecs. The extinction map
built by Scoville et al. (2003) exhibits a minimum along the
northern arm cloud. In contrast, the extinction map we obtain
shows a maximum corresponding to the same cloud. An anti-
correlation seems to lead to the interpretation that we are indeed
observing an emission from inside the cloud, whereas the extinc-
tion inferred by Scoville et al. (2003) concerns the surface of the
same cloud.

Our interpretation is that the ionized gas is essentially sen-
sitive to the foreground extinction because it is situated at the
surface of clouds, while molecular gas is located more deeply
inside a clump. Therefore H2 emission is more strongly affected
by the local variable extinction.

Extinction estimation depends on the 3D position of the ob-
ject that is used as a probe. Extinction maps may differ because
the various tracers, stars, ionized gas, and molecular gas, are at
different 3D positions and different optical depths.

4. Excitation of the molecular hydrogen

We now investigate the physical properties of the observed H2
emission in the central parsec. The relative line intensities give
information on the gas excitation temperature, while the absolute
flux values allow determining the total column density as well
as the mass of excited H2. Therefore, the comparison of several
lines can reveal different specific processes and give important
indications on the dominating excitation mechanism.

For the comparison of intensities required by the study of the
H2 physical conditions, it is important to gather as many lines as
possible to obtain stronger constraints on the gas properties. In
addition to the previously discussed lines, some other lines are
detectable: the 1−0 S(2), Q(2), and 2−1 S(1) lines at 2.0338 µm,
2.4134 µm, and 2.2476 µm.

− The Q(2) line is strongly affected by CO features and it is
safely detected only in the northwestern corner, where the
CND lies and where all detected lines show a maximum.
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Fig. 7. Ortho (top) and para (bottom) uncalibrated spectra, arbitrarily
shifted along the y-axis for the sake of comparison, averaged across the
whole field (left) and only over the CND zone 1 (right).

− The S(2) line is probably polluted by one or more nearby
OH sky lines that are not perfectly subtracted. However, it is
detectable in the northwestern half of the field.

− The 2−1 S(1) line is weaker and therefore the S/N is low.
This transition is detected mainly at the border of the field,
where the CND lies.

These lines are difficult to analyze with the regularized 3D fit-
ting because of the low S/N and nearby atmospheric and stellar
features on the spectra (see Fig. 7). No complete maps can be
achieved for all detected lines. However, H2 conditions can be
studied through a classical 1D analysis on some regions of the
field, where lines are distinctly detectable.

4.1. Method

The best choice to correctly compare intensities is to simulta-
neously fit all the H2 lines under study. This allows all lines
to have the same velocity and width and avoids adding further
uncertainties.

4.1.1. Multiline 1D analysis

We considered a spectral window of about 10 000 km s−1 around
each detectable line and subtracted the continuum. We extracted
average spectra over the zones displayed in Fig. 3. The zones
were selected with the objective of having as much H2 lines as
possible. However, not all the same H2 lines are detectable in
every region. Therefore not all zones present the same number
of H2 lines finally included in the analysis.

For each zone, the set of selected lines was fit with a mul-
tiple Gaussian profile function. The parameters of this func-
tion are the principal line flux (here 1−0 S(1) because it has
the best S/N), the flux ratio of every other line to the principal
line, the common velocity, and width. The retrieved fluxes were

dereddened through the AKs values computed from local average
spectrum.

4.1.2. Uncertainties

The statistical errors, given by the fitting procedure, are small
(few percents) and do not reflect the true uncertainties. The main
source of error is the continuum evaluation, which over- or un-
derestimates the intensity of a given line. This can affect the rela-
tive strength of lines and thus the quantities we wish to estimate.
The line width and velocity are not much affected: thanks to the
simultaneous fit, they are evaluated through many lines at the
same time.

To evaluate the effect on the line intensity, we considered
for each spectral window the difference between the model and
the continuum-subtracted spectrum. Then, we computed the in-
terquartile range of this difference. Half of the interquartile range
provides the error estimate on the chosen continuum, thus on the
intensity.

We fit the flux that is related to intensity (I) and width (σ)
through F = I ·σ ·

√
2π. Therefore the final uncertainty on flux is

√
2π · (I ·∆σ+σ ·∆I), where ∆σ is the statistical uncertainty on

the width and ∆I the uncertainty on intensity, estimated through
the interquartile range.

4.1.3. Fit of excitation diagrams

Given the dereddened line flux f of a line, the column density of
molecules in state [v, j] is Nv j = 4π fgv j/(Av jΩ), where gv j is the
degeneracy of the considered state and Ω is the aperture solid
angle. The excitation diagram shows Nv j/gv j versus the energy
of the upper level.

For thermalized populations, Nv j is characterized by a Boltz-
mann distribution:

Nv j

Ntot
=

gv je−Ev j/Te∑
i gie−Ei/Te

, (5)

where Ntot is the total column density, Ev j is the upper level en-
ergy, and Te is the excitation temperature. For an arbitrary exci-
tation mechanism, a distinct excitation temperature might char-
acterize each level. The excitation temperature is representative
of the kinetic temperature only in LTE. For more details see
Goldsmith & Langer (1999).

We fit a thermal distribution to the observed points,

Nv j/gv j

N13/g13
= a · e−(Ev j−E13)/Te , (6)

where Te is the excitation temperature and a is the y-intercept in
the log space. The model can be fit using either all observed H2
lines or the ortho and para lines independently. The first case is
equivalent to assuming that the ortho-para ratio (OPR) has the
standard value of 3, which comes from spin statistics. The sec-
ond case allows testing whether the distribution is thermal, but
with a non-standard OPR. Each series of lines could then appear
to be well fit by two parallel straight lines. In this case, the offset
would correspond to the actual OPR.

The uncertainties on the fit parameters of Eq. (6) have to be
carefully considered. Many sources of errors contribute to the
final uncertainty, and their propagation is not straightforward.
Moreover, the two fitting parameters are correlated, and a classi-
cal analytical propagation is not applicable. To overcome these
difficulties, we considered the χ2 map in the (a, 1/Te) plane.
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Fig. 8. χ2 maps in the [ 1/Te, a] plane for each zone when adjusting
a thermal distribution to the data points. The cross indicates the mini-
mum of the χ2. Contours indicate χ2 values corresponding to 1-, 2-, and
3σ for the all-lines (blue), ortho-lines (magenta), and para-lines (green)
models.

This particular pair of parameters was adopted because it yields
the most linear relation in the log space. The minimum on the
χ2 map corresponds to the best estimates of a and 1/Te parame-
ters. The thermal model corresponding to these best estimates is
traced on the excitation diagrams.

The associated uncertainties can be estimated through the
χ2 maps. To do so, we ran a Monte Carlo simulation of
10 000 sets of column densities, normally distributed, accord-
ing to the known uncertainties. Then we fit each simulated set to
obtain an estimate of a and 1/Te. We calculated the χ2 value of
this best-fit model when compared to the measured column den-
sities. With these 10 000 χ2 values we traced the contours that
enclose the 68%, 95%, and 99% (respectively 1, 2, and 3σ) of
the smallest χ2 obtained. We calculated the final uncertainties on
the fit parameters, considering the highest and lowest values of
a and 1/Te that correspond to the 1σ contour.

4.2. Results of the excitation diagram analysis

Figures 8 and 9 compare, for the six selected zones, the χ2 maps
and the excitation diagrams fit obtained for different sets of lines
(all 1−0 lines, ortho or para lines alone), represented in different

colors. The objective of this comparison is to infer whether in a
given zone the gas is thermalized. Again only six zones are dis-
played, but the detailed information on the other zones is given
in Appendix A.

We considered that the population is thermalized when
the all-lines, ortho-lines, and para-lines models are compati-
ble within the uncertainties. This translates into overlapping the
three 1σ contours in the χ2 space.

The all-lines model is always dominated by the ortho-lines
contribution because the ortho lines are the most numerous. The
para-lines model is always slightly steeper, tilted toward higher
values of 1/Te and a with respect to the other two models, but
it remains compatible within 1σ for zones 1 and 6. These zones
correspond to regions in the CND.

In zone 5 the ortho and para models are significantly different
by well above 3σ. Here, the para-lines model gives lower tem-
peratures and higher values of a, with larger uncertainties than
the ortho- and all-lines models. The para-lines model exhibits a
5σ offset on the χ2 map with respect to the ortho- and all-lines
models. For zones 3 the ortho- and para-lines models show a 2σ
offset. Even though for this zone the effect is less striking, both
zones are most probably not thermalized.

For the other zones (4 and 2) a tilt can be seen but not to a
significant level. These areas are located at the border of different
specific regions, so that the observed behavior may be the result
of an average between different regimes.

Table 2 gives our estimate of the excitation temperature for
the zones that are compatible with thermal equilibrium.

4.3. Discussion

4.3.1. Thermalized zones: the CND

For regions where thermalization applies, Te corresponds to the
kinetic temperature of the gas, and the total column density of
excited H2 can be derived from the model parameters:

Ntot =
N13

g13
a · eE13/Te

∑
v j

gv je−Ev j/Te . (7)

Excitation temperature and column density

The derived temperatures are quite high, ranging from
1700 K to 3100 K, but below the H2 dissociation temperature
(∼4000−5000 K). The values are very high with respect to pre-
vious measurements (400 K in Genzel et al. 1985; 200−300 K
in Mills et al. 2015 in the CND). On the other hand, very high
temperatures have previously been observed in other analyses of
NIR H2 lines, such as in the Crab nebula, where Loh et al. (2011)
found temperatures in the range of 2000−3000 K using several
H2 lines in the range 2.02−2.33 µm (among others the 1−0 S(0),
S(1), S(2) lines).

Knowing the total column density, the gas mass can be
roughly estimated as NtotD2S MH2/M�, where S in the solid an-
gle covered by the region in steradians and MH2 the mass of a
single H2 molecule. For instance, we considered the thermalized
all-lines model of zone 1 across a surface of ∼13 arcsec2 and
a distance to the Galactic center D = 8 kpc. The mass of ex-
cited H2 contained in zone 1 is thus 7+4

−3 ×10−3 M�. This is much
lower than previous estimates. Christopher et al. (2005) studied
the HCN emission in the CND and obtained a typical mass per
cloud of 2−3 × 104 M� and a total gas mass of 106 M�.

In summary, the analysis of H2 lines shows that the inferred
temperatures are much higher and the masses apparently much
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Fig. 9. Excitation diagram (column density log
( Nv j/gv j
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)
versus upper level energy expressed in K) for each zone. Colored straight lines correspond

to the best thermal model for all-lines (blue), ortho-lines (magenta), and para-lines (green).

Table 2. 1−0 S(1) to 2−1 S(1) ratio, excitation temperature (in K), and total column density (in 1022 m−2) for zones where thermalization applies.

All-lines model Ortho-lines model Para-lines model

Zone 1−0 S(1)/2−1 S(1) Te Ntot Te Ntot Te Ntot

1 9.8 1700+150
−150 27+11

−7 1800+200
−150 22+10

−6 1400+280
−150 53+66

−27

6 6 2460+3030
−940 4+11

−2 2910+5010
−940 3+8

−1 1010+2470
−940 >1

Notes. These values are estimated with a fit of all-lines, ortho-lines and para-lines (where possible) with a thermal distribution.

lower than is estimated with observations of other molecules
(CO, NH3). This is because the molecular hydrogen detected
through those infrared lines is only the most excited one. In the
determination of the column density, hot H2 dominates the in-
tensity, making the results very sensitive to the thermal structure
of the cloud. Only a small fraction of H2 , but at high tempera-
ture, is responsible for the observed column densities. If the por-
tion of the CND that is covered by the SPIFFI dataset (at least

the equivalent of one extended cloud) had a mass of 104 M�, at
400 K, it follows from Eq. (5) that the flux of the 1−0 S(1) line
would be almost 10 times weaker than observed.

The emission from excited H2 is likely to come from the UV
illuminated skin of the clouds that form the CND. Only the H2
located in a thin shell at the surface of these clouds would be
heated by either the UV field or by collisions, presumably from
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stellar winds or cloud-cloud collisions. This interpretation is in
agreement with the observed width map (Sect. 3.4.3).

Simulation made with the Meudon code (Le Petit et al. 2006)
of the standard conditions of a PDR are coherent with this re-
sult (J. Le Bourlot, private communication). In these simulations
the considered parameters are a total optical depth AV = 10, a
density of 103 cm−3, 100 times the interstellar radiation field,
and solar abundances. The result is that almost all excited gas is
located in the AV = 0.14 layer and 30% of the emitting gas is in
the AV = 0.014 layer, that is, in 1/700 of the volume.

The huge initial discrepancy with the results of
Christopher et al. (2005) is largely reduced, but still there
is a large gap, which may indicate that a high percentage of
the hot gas is not seen at all because of a high dust opacity.
Considering that the PDR conditions in the Sgr A* region are
more extreme than elsewhere (Güsten 1989), with 90% of the
ionizing flux coming from OB supergiants and Wolf-Rayet stars
(Martins et al. 2007), an additional factor could be applied.

This result is consistent with previous results from Loh et al.
(2011) for the Crab nebula and Scoville et al. (1982) for Orion,
for example. Loh et al. (2011) proposed the same interpretation:
the hotter H2 is only a small fraction of the total cloud mass,
but this source dominates the intensity. They found that the H2
traced by NIR lines is 1/1000 of the total mass. Similarly, in
Orion Scoville et al. (1982) found a H2 mass around 10−2 M�,
significantly lower than predicted by models. Hence, on one
hand, the cooler molecular hydrogen is missed because its too
low temperature prevents its detection, and on the other hand,
the huge dust opacity must block most of the emission of the
hot component.

Excitation mechanism

The two main mechanisms that can excite the molecular hy-
drogen are UV pumping and shocks. The 1−0 S(1) to 2−1 S(1)
ratio (Shull & Hollenbach 1978), is a useful tool in principle for
distinguishing between these two possibilities.

The high 1−0 S(1) to 2−1 S(1) ratio in zone 1 (Table 2)
is consistent with a shock-excited gas. Even though for dense
PDRs, UV-excited H2 can produce a ratio that resembles shock-
excited gas (Sternberg & Dalgarno 1989), for zone 1 our result
seems fairly consistent with previous conclusions of a shock-
driven excitation. Yusef-Zadeh et al. (2001), for instance, argued
that the emission arises from shocks deriving from random mo-
tions of clouds for a clumpy medium or of turbulence for a more
homogeneous one.

For zone 6 the thermalization can be produced by either
shock or collisional fluorescence (i.e. collisionally excited in gas
heated by UV radiation). Here, the 1−0 S(1) to 2−1 S(1) ra-
tio drops midway between 10 and 1. Burton & Allen (1993) in-
terpreted these values as indicative of collisional fluorescence.
Moreover, since this zone shows a ratio significantly lower than
10, shock excitation seems to be ruled out, which leaves col-
lisional fluorescence as the favored scenario. This is in contrast
with the opposite corner of the SPIFFI field, which is more prob-
ably dominated by collisional excitation.

4.3.2. Nonthermalized zones: the central cavity

The population in the central cavity is almost certainly not ther-
malized. No kinetic temperature and total column density can be
determined straightforwardly. Nevertheless, the fitting parame-
ters are reported in Appendix A for completeness and to com-
pare the results obtained for the distinct sets of lines. These

values have to be interpreted as indicators of a trend of tem-
perature and column density, and they have to be considered
cautiously.

Again, the observed H2 only represents the most excited frac-
tion. However, the density in the central cavity drops by one
order of magnitude (Jackson et al. 1993; Davidson et al. 1992,
among others) and the interpretation of the emitting gas as a thin
layer at the border of clouds does not necessarily apply.

For instance, the 1−0 S(1) width map and the extinction map
indicate that part of the emission comes from inside the north-
ern arm cloud. This might explain that the H2 emission is de-
tected from inside the northern arm cloud, but not from inside
the CND. In the CND clouds the emission remains confined at
the surface because of the higher density, which allows an ef-
ficient self-shielding. On the contrary, the clumpy environment
of the northern arm cloud and the stronger UV field allow the
radiation to penetrate deeper inside the cloud.

Elsewhere in the central cavity, the gas might be more
diffuse and distributed in larger volumes. In this case, the
observed intensities might represent a higher percentage of the
total gas mass.

Excitation mechanism

The excitation diagram shape, caused by nonthermalized
gas, suggests that the excitation is provided by other sources than
shock, such as UV or X-rays.

Indeed, the shape of the excitation diagram can be repro-
duced by a UV-pumped mechanism (E. Bron private commu-
nication). However, this model fails to reproduce the high in-
tensities we observe. The central cavity environment is very
complex, and several mechanisms may contribute to excite the
gas. Different interpretations probably apply to the northern arm
cloud emission, the region south of GCIRS 7 and the minicavity
(zone 5).

In particular, zone 5 is the region that corresponds to the
strong flux enhancement of the para line 1−0 S(0) seen in its
flux map (cf. Fig. 4, Sect. 3.2.2). This zone is particularly chal-
lenging to explain. In this region all 1−0 lines align quite well
on a straight line and only S(0) strongly deviates in the excita-
tion diagram. We note that the other para line (1−0 S(2)) does
not deviate, which excludes an OPR effect. A possible explana-
tion of this discrepancy might be found in the timescale of the
H2 formation and destruction process. The tentative explanation
that we propose is that

a) the central cavity has a higher density of UV photons and
cosmic rays;

b) in an energetic region like this, H2 molecules are more
rapidly destroyed and therefore have a shorter mean lifetime,
during which thermalization cannot fully occur;

c) if this holds true, we would mostly observe recently formed
H2 molecules that may form mainly as the para isomer and
did not yet reach the equilibrium where OPR = 3;

d) in addition, it is possible for molecular hydrogen to be
formed in a state where peculiar energetic states are favored,
such as the upper level of S(0), for instance.

Of course this hypothesis requires a realistic modeling to be sup-
ported in a more precise way, and work has been started in this
direction. Finally, a modeling involving UV pumping seems very
promising to explain the minicavity emission. A more detailed
study of this region will be the object of a future research.
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5. Conclusions

We have studied the NIR H2 emission in the central parsec of the
Galaxy. Our analysis was divided into two main parts.

In the first part (Sect. 3) we studied the gas distribution and
dynamics. Thanks to the new regularized 3D fitting, we were
able to probe the morphology of H2 in the central cavity. We
provided a high-resolution map of the 1−0 S(1) line emission
together with its velocity and width maps. The same was done
for the other detectable lines. The flux maps are compatible with
previous studies, and the velocity of the CND is consistent with
its known dynamics. The new method allowed us to build an ex-
tinction map for the molecular gas as well. The shapes of the flux
and of the width maps together suggest that there are two main
components of the emission. In addition to the CND emission, a
second component corresponds to the central cavity and it might
be situated in the background, that is, behind the minispiral or in
the central parsec itself.

This ambiguity was clearly solved in the second part of our
study (Sect. 4) through the multiline analysis. The comparison
between the fluxes of each of the detectable lines allowed us
to draw the excitation diagrams of the gas in several zones of
the field. For the CND we found very high temperatures and
very low masses compared to estimates obtained through CO
observations. The reason is that the lines we observe trace only
the very hot gas. This gas is a small fraction of the total amount,
a thin layer at the surface of cooler clouds. In addition, we had
to invoke high dust opacities to explain the huge discrepancy.

The observation of the emission from the northern arm cloud
confirms the close relationship between the CND and the min-
ispiral. In the rest of the central cavity we observed a very high
emission of S(0), especially in the zone close to the entrance
of the minicavity. Here H2 probably has a short mean lifetime
because of the strong UV radiation. We tentatively proposed
that the quick processes of destruction and formation of new
H2 molecules favors S(0) over other lines.

This preliminary analysis shows that there are several differ-
ent areas in a volume as small as the zone inside the rim of the
CND. Each feature shows some very peculiar conditions that can
be attained only in an extreme environment such as the central
parsec.

Since we did not observe evidence of a motion of H2 from
the CND toward the central cavity, this molecular gas might be
thought to be produced locally, but the mechanism is still un-
clear. One possible interpretation, supported by simulations by
Cuadra et al. (2005), is that the combined wind from the many
mass-loosing stars in the central parsec provides the material and
energy to build a plasma, as well the dust grains on which H2
forms. If this were found to be true, it would explain our obser-
vations. On the other hand, the observed emission might arise
from H2 produced in denser regions and then brought into the
central cavity by small-scale inward-motions that are able to es-
cape detection in the velocity map. Additional studies are needed
to conclude on one or the other hypothesis.
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Appendix A: Tables and plots for all sixteen zones

Table A.1. 1−0 S(1) to 2−1 S(1) ratio, excitation temperature (in K), and total column density (in 1022 m−2) for each zone where thermalization
applies.

All-lines model Ortho-lines model Para-lines model

zone 1−0 S(1)/2−1 S(1) Te Ntot Te Ntot Te Ntot

1 9.8 1700+150
−150 27+11

−7 1800+200
−150 22+10

−6 1400+280
−150 53+66

−27

6 6 2460+3030
−940 4+11

−2 2910+5010
−940 3+8

−1 1010+2470
−940 >1

7 6.8 3100+4400
−1220 7+13

−1 3560+7400
−1220 6+10

−4 − −

9 9 2300+730
−450 6+5

−2 2340+830
−450 6+5

−2 1720+1940
−450 15+90

−11

Notes. These values are estimated with a fit of all-lines, ortho-lines, and para-lines models (where possible) with a thermal distribution.

Table A.2. 1−0 S(1) to 2−1 S(1) ratio and best-fit parameters obtained when considering a thermal distribution on all-, ortho-, and para-lines
models for each zone.

All-lines model Ortho-lines model Para-lines model

zone 1−0 S(1)/2−1 S(1) Te Ntot Te Ntot Te Ntot

2 6.3 >3390 <5 >6440 <10 <8910 <168

3 5.3 4460+43070
−2260 2+3

−16 4320+138250
−2260 2+5

−30 1580+3700
−2260 21+276

−18

4 5.6 >3333 < 13 >1630 < 17 >3280 <58

5 − 2340+2940
−910 5+21

−3 2740+6760
−910 4+18

−0 <620 >8640

8 − >2130 <6 >13000 <19 − −

10 6.5 3240+2460
−1010 4+3

−1 3960+4430
−1010 3+2

−1 1320+940
−1010 38+341

−32

11 − >2850 < 5 3050 <5 <3030 >4

12 3.3 >2230 <7 >2040 <9 <1440 >25

13 − >3960 <19 >30 000 < 32 <140 000 >12

14 5.6 2500+1250
−670 3+5

−1 2550+1650
−670 3+5

−1 1300+1040
−670 32+265

−28

15 6.8 2070+620
−390 8+8

−4 2190+780
−390 7+8

−3 1210+620
−390 71+414

−59

16 7.9 1980+480
−340 7+7

−3 2040+560
−340 6+6

−3 1470+870
−340 22+94

−17

Notes. These parameters values are valid under the assumption of thermalized populations, which does not apply to these regions. They therefore
have to be considered with caution as indicators of a trend of temperature and column density. Apparent Te is in K, apparent Ntot is in 1022 m−2.
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Fig. A.1. Top: zones where individual spectra of S(1) line have been extracted, superimposed on the flux map. Bottom: for each zone we plot the
normalized average spectrum (black) superimposed with the respective pixel by pixel 1D model (solid blue) and regularized 3D model (solid red).
The gray line reproduces another solution of the regularized 3D fitting. Both solutions have similar values of χ2 (1.15 and 1.49, respectively), but
the red model fits the observations much better.
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Fig. A.2. Excitation diagram (column density log
( Nv j/gv j

N13/g13

)
versus upper level energy expressed in K) for each zone. Colored straight lines corre-

spond to the best thermal model for all-lines (blue), ortho-lines (magenta), and para-lines (green) models.
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Fig. A.3. χ2 maps for each zone. The cross indicates the minimum of the χ2. Contours indicates the χ2 values corresponding to 1, 2, and 3σ. On
the same map the all-lines (blue), ortho-lines (magenta), and para-lines (green) models are superimposed.
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